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 4 STURDY, SECURE, SAFE 
Side rails, an integrated side frame with foot 
rests, a non-skid surface, and lowest step-up 
height in the industry provide a more stable  
feel along with easier on-and-off access.  
These features allow the patient to use the  
elliptical trainer with confidence.

 4 ROLLMENTUM™ NATURAL STRIDE  
Landice’s patented Rollmentum center-drive 
technology best replicates the body’s natural 
walking and running motions. For those looking 
for a treadmill alternative, this design makes 
Landice the perfect option by allowing the user 
to maintain an upright position thoughout the 
entire elliptical stride.

REHABILITATION ELLIPTICAL TRAINER 
The Landice Rehabilitation Elliptical Trainer is one of the most versatile elliptical trainers  
available in the market today.

Landice provides a state-of-the-art, commercial-grade exercise unit designed to support the multiple 
needs of Sports/Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation facilities. Patients at any level will find physically 
holistic benefits and practical rehabilitative functionality on a Landice.

The Landice Rehabilitation Elliptical Trainer parallels the natural biomechanics of the body.  
It enables the patient’s musculoskeletal system to interact effectively and achieve the most efficient 
rehabilitative exercise regimen.

 4 SMALL FOOTPRINT 
The Landice Elliptical Trainer has a smaller 
footprint (34” x 76”) as compared to other 
elliptical trainers.

 4 ORTHOPEDIC GEL FOOTPADS 
Landice’s orthopedic footpads relieve undue 
knee pressure and fatigue.

ABOUT LANDICE
Landice means quality. With over 45 years of Made in the USA experience within the  
specialty fitness industry, Landice is consistently recognized as one of the leading sports 
equipment manufacturers.

Landice is built to meeting the needs of demanding environments the world over. Commercial 
gyms, hospitals, physical therapy centers, police and fire departments, colleges, professional 
athletic teams, and all branches of the U.S. Armed Forces have purchased Landice equipment.

 4 UPPER BODY ERGONOMICS 
Patients can stand upright on the frames 
staitionary footpads and perform an isolated 
workout to strengthen arms and shoulders. 
The ability to perform a back-and-forth arm 
motion with variable resistance while standing 
erect is a preferable position as opposed 
to those machines that require upper body 
rotational movement while sitting.

 4 ULTIMATE ACCESSIBILITY 
Therapists can be confident in Landice’s stable 
and patient-friendly exercise platform. The Landice 
Rehabilitation Elliptical Trainer enables patients 
to easily grab the side rails, step up and safely 
start a workout. Pedals will move only when the  
patient is ready and the simple-to-operate control 
panel makes this a truly “get-on-and-go” experience.

Jim Smith, Manager
Atlantic Sports/Corporate Health

“ We chose Landice because it’s an all-around 
machine that’s safe to use and fits nicely 
within our budget. ”

“ For lower body rehab, I like the zero impact 
motion the Landice Elliptical Trainer provides. 
For upper body, my patients can standup 
and achieve a more correct bio-mechanical 
exercise as opposed to the rotational  
movement found on an upright bike. ”“JR” Lawrence Nisivoccia, PT, CSCS

Atlantic Sports Health Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation



iPhone, iPad or MP3 connectivity WATTS data to track and measure 
patient improvement

High powered stereo speakers

Isokinetic mode enables 
variable pedal resistance 
based on target RPM

Cooling fan

Simple controls

 n  English or Metric data configurations

 n  Standard AccuTrack contact heart rate  
monitoring system

 nAdjustable stride lengths from 17” – 23”
 
 nOptional tablet & TV Brackets available

 n  11-gauge heavy duty steel construction

 n500-pound user weight capacity

 nVoltage: 110VAC or 220VAC, 50/60 Hz, 15 A
 
n�Optional Landice Vision System available  

(TV/DVD player)

The Landice control panel is encapsulated within a protective layer enabling fast and easy wipe down. There are 
no raised buttons or openings, so spraying the touch-sensitive panel display with required anti-bacterial solutions 
will neither harm nor hinder panel operations.

 ENCAPSULATED CONTROL PANEL:  

REHABILITATION FEATURES:

Engineered, Assembled and 
Tested in Randolph, NJ USA

111 Canfield Avenue, Suite A-1, Randolph, NJ 07869   •   Tel. 973-927-9010   •   Fax 973-927-0630   •   www.landice.com   •   sales@landice.com

WARRANTY: 5 YEAR PARTS/ 1 YEAR LABOR

PACKED WITH REHABILITATION SPECIFIC FEATURES




